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Abstract. An analysis of the web application supporting the management of the gym was carried out, 
which was designed in terms of the theory of control and systems. The obtained results of measurements 
of input and output quantities of selected subsystems were used to carry out the identification, as a result 
of which models of web application subsystems were obtained. On the basis of the obtained subsystem 
models, appropriate models were then designed in Simulink for the purposes of simulation and 
comparative studies of the behavior of subsystem models in relation to real systems that are web 
applications, including an appropriate analysis of the web application system model was carried out under 
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the name of the gym on its selected subsystems, including in particular the subsystem called Generating 
a diet. In addition, testing and simulation studies were carried out to check the correct functioning of the 
web application management system model and the introduction of appropriate changes to the model was 
proposed, and the obtained research results were discussed, indicating the high accuracy of the obtained 
web application models. 

Keywords. Gym management, Identity theory, MATLAB & Simulink Environment, Modeling, 
Simulations, Web systems. 

1. Introduction 

With the increase in the number of web applications, the need to automate their operation 

and the need to analyze them as systems increases. Such an analysis is possible e.g. on the basis 

of control and systems theory, in particular in the field of examining the degree of its internal 

organization and the level of control (management). The presented research results are part of 

this modern research direction, which includes the analysis of a web application supporting 

gym management using control theory and systems engineering [1, 4, 14, 24-25]. It was 

assumed that the analyzed system is the gym management system, which is a robotic control 

system cooperating with a changing environment [18-19, 21], which as a computer program is 

a system as an executing process during the operation of a web application [24-25]. In order to 

capture such an application in terms of control and systems theory, it is important to identify its 

functioning in order to create a system model [8-10, 21-22, 28-29]. Therefore, in the first place, 

the places where the data entered and the results obtained should be measured were adopted in 

the web application.  

Then, detailed measurements were made and the subsystem functioning in the web 

application system was identified. Diet Generation, which in turn consists of five successive 

subsystems: Breakfast Generation, Lunch Generation, Lunch Generation, Tea Generation, and 

Dinner Generation1. Identification of the above of individual subsystems was carried out using 

the ARX parametric method in MATLAB and Simulink and System Identification Toolbox 

[12]. Then, after obtaining all subsystem models, a simulation model of the Diet Generation 

 

1 The following variables were also used in the software: Breakfast, Second Breakfast, Dinner, Afternoon 
Snack, Super. 
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system was designed in Simulink, followed by verification, simulation and comparative tests 

of the functioning of the implemented web application system as a real system.  

As a result of comparative studies of the obtained model in relation to the web application 

system, appropriate absolute and relative errors were determined. The obtained results of 

research on absolute errors and relative errors show that such solutions can be used in the 

automation or robotization of web processes, which in this respect sets a new direction for 

research. It is worth noting here that the obtained system model, after receiving the input data, 

behaves in a similar way as the real system of the web application in terms of the permissible 

absolute and relative error.  

2. System modeling for the analysis of web applications 

2.1. The essence of systems modeling 

Modeling is an experimental method of researching and learning about complex systems, 
systems, objects, processes and phenomena, leading to obtaining their models. The modeling 
process begins with a thorough knowledge and understanding of the essence of the tested 
system, object, process or phenomenon, and ends with the verification of the obtained model. 
Models, in terms of functionality, can be very similar to the real system, but they never fully 
correspond to the system functioning in the form of an implemented program in a real 
development environment.  

One of the main disadvantages of such models is that they are inseparable from certain 
features of the system that may be missed during modeling. Modeling methods are divided into 
at least three basic groups, i.e. analytical methods, identification methods and neural methods 
[1, 2, 3, 11, 13, 19-20, 23]. In this study, the identification method by name was used parametric 
method ARX in MATLAB and Simulink environment with the use of System Identification 
Toolbox (SIT) [3, 7, 11-12, 26, 29]. 

2.2. Identification methods 

Identification methods are used to obtain a system model where it is not possible to design 
an analytical model as well as artificial intelligence models, including neural models [17, 21, 
28]. When talking about identification methods, we mean finding a system model for which the 
output values are close to the real system for the same specific values of input variables for the 
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adopted identification method. The identification process is an iterative process carried out in 
various programming environments [2, 6-8, 12-13, 15-16, 23, 29], which allows to check the 
compatibility of the behavior of the system model in relation to the system for the same input 
signals in a specific time interval. In simple terms, the identification process can be reduced to 
the following basic steps [3, 8-10, 21, 27-29]: 

1) preparation of an identification experiment, including measurement of input and 
output values, 

2) conducting an identification experiment, including the selection of an identification 
method, etc., 

3) initial processing of measurement data, including e.g. elimination of coarse errors, 
missing data, etc., 

4) selection of the model class in relation to the obtained measurement data (e.g. 
continuous or discrete model, deterministic or stochastic or probabilistic model, linear 
or non-linear model, etc., 

5) selection of the model type from the selected class based on the initial assessment, 
such as model type: AR, ARX, MAX, ARMAX, ARIX, GARCH, etc., 

6) selection of the model structure, i.e. appropriate model parameters, 

7) estimating the parameters of the selected model, 

8) testing and verification of the model, 

9) determination of the model error in relation to the system, 

10) checking the quality of the model, etc. 

 

In these identification studies, a parametric model was used, the so-called 
AutoRegressive with eXogenousinput (ARX), which concerns obtaining a model in the form 
of a polynomial binding the current output y(t) with a finite number of outputs y(t-k) and inputs 
u(t-k), which is written in the form [5-6]: 

         (1) 
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where: 
na – degree of polynomial A(z), 

nb – degree of B(z) polynomials, 

nk- number of time delay units.   

For Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) systems, the parameters na, nb and nk are vectors.  

2.3. A web application supporting gym management 

In times of modern workaholism and unhealthy lifestyle, it is important to systematically 

take care of physical health. Regularly practicing non-competitive sports, including running, 

cycling, swimming or going to the gym should be the priority of every self-respecting person. 

Due to the fact that the demand for this type of physical activity is growing, various types of 

gyms with services for the population are being created, but running them, regardless of the 

scale of business, is not easy, because customer service consumes a lot of time [5]. To meet 

these new challenges, web applications are being built to provide administrative support for 

gym participants and to support gym management.  

Thanks to this type of automation, the process of buying passes or signing up for classes is 

completely electronic, and the user can control the time of their pass or monitor information 

about their classes and other opportunities offered by the gym without the intervention of an 

employee.  The system that was selected for the study consists of several subsystems, which as 

a whole definitely improve the work in gym management. The basic functions of the system 

regarding power plant management, such as: function name, function argument, returned 

values, sample input data, sample output data, verbal description, etc. are described in [5]. 

3. Measurements of data on the functioning of the web application 

Obtaining an identification model in a parametric form requires measurements of data 
values in input-output pairs. For these purposes, control measurement points were introduced 
in the gym management web application in the appropriate places of its individual subprograms. 
A total of nine basic subroutines in the examined web application were distinguished, which 
were adopted as subsystems.  
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Each of them was first subjected to measurements, and then using them to identify the 
parametric ARX in order to obtain nine basic models of the web application system. These 
models can be easily combined in Simulink into a simulation model of the web application 
system [6]. A detailed identification model of the subroutine called Diet Generation was 
developed, which consists of five outputs, and consequently of five MISO (Multi Input Single 
Output) subsystems. Each of these subsystems had the same number of inputs of six. So, finally, 
in this case, the Diet Generation subsystem model consists of five subsystems with the same 
number of six inputs. 

The selection of an appropriate identification model is very difficult, and its appropriate 
selection is very important for further simulation research. To choose the best model, it is worth 
using the tools available in the MATLAB environment library entitled System Identification 
Toolbox [7-10, 12, 20-23, 29]. In order to generate the ARX model, the appropriate input data 
in the form of a matrix, here [u], and the output data in the form of a matrix, here: [y1], [y2], 
[y3], [y4] and [y5], had to be imported into MATLAB's Workspace. For each output (yi), the 
appropriate models had to be generated using SIT. 

3.1. Description of the Generate Diet function called GenerateDiet 

GenerateDiet(int growht, int weight, int age, int ile dan, string dietaNa, string gender) is a 
function used to generate a diet for the user. At the very beginning, data is collected from the 
form that must be completed by the user (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Listing of data regarding variables collected from the user from the form. Designations: growth – 

We1, weight – We2, countDish – We3, age – We4, gender – We5,  dietaFor – We6.   Source: Own study [5-6]. 
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The data that the user must enter are: weight, height, age, number of dishes, type of diet 

(e.g. whether the diet is to be for slimming or mass, and for what gender, etc.). This function 

then uses the Mifflin-StJeor method to calculate the appropriate caloric needs for a given user 

(Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. Listing of calculations of the appropriate caloric demand based on the data received from the user. 

Source: Own study [5-6]. 

On this basis, taking into account the number of dishes during the day, dishes are selected 

that best match the user's needs in terms of calories, as shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Listing of food selection based on caloric requirements in a gym management system. Source: 
Own study [5-6]. 
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The selected dishes are returned to the user's view. In order to measure data on the 

functioning of the web application, a new functionality has been designed for the system, 

responsible for saving input data and output data. For the purpose of recording such data in the 

database, an additional table was created in which these data are saved. Figure 4 shows that the 

function writes the input data to the cache (RAM) first. They are saved to a table in the database, 

and then they are further processed by the function, according to the operation of the system. 

 

Figure 4. Listing of saving the input and output of a function to a table in the database. Source: Own 
study [6, 12]. 

The next step after the data processing was completed was to save the processed data 
(output data) to a table in the database. Before the function ends, the system runs the save 
method and all output data goes to the appropriate database tables. The last step of preparing 
the data for identification was to download them from the database and export them to an Excel 
file in such a way that identification could be carried out on them. 

Due to the fact that at the beginning of the design of the table for storing data, it was already 
designed, at the moment it only needed to be copied. Thus, the appropriate "Select" was made 
on the database and then all data was exported to an Excel file as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. PrintScreen of input and output data transferred from the database to an Excel file. 
Designations: Daniei (i=1-5) -  i – dish, Source: Own elaboration [5-6]. 

A total of six input quantities were distinguished in the data, i.e.: Ex1 - height, Ex2 - weight, 
Ex3 - number of dishes, Ex4 - age, Ex5 - gender, diet and five output quantities, i.e.: Y1 - 
breakfast, Y2 - lunch, Y3 - lunch, Y4 - afternoon snack, Y5 - dinner.  

4. Identification of the system called Generating breakfast 

The first model obtained as a result of parametric identification using the ARX method was 
the breakfast generation model (U-Y1). It was a Multi Input Single Output (MISO) model 
containing six inputs marked: Ex1 - height, Ex2 - weight, Ex3 - number of dishes, Ex4 - age, 
Ex5 - gender, Ex6 - diet and one breakfast menu output (Y1).  

So, the first step after entering data into Workspace was to generate the best ARX model in 
such a way that its compliance with real data was as high as possible. The "Polynomial models" 
function (Figure 6) was used in the identification, i.e. the function of generating parametric 
models of systems [5-6]. 

As a result of the identification, the ARX model of the breakfast generation subsystem was 
obtained under the name U-Y1 with an accuracy of 94.42% (Figure 7).  
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Figure 6. View of using Polynomial Models for model Y1. Source: Own study using System Identification 
Toolbox in MATLAB and Simulink [6, 12]. 

 
Figure 7. The course of output from the U-Y1 model and subsystem. Designations: X axis – time 

(consecutive numbers of data pairs used in identification) Y1 axis – dish identifiers. Source: Own 
elaboration using System Identification Toolbox [6, 12]. 

It can be seen that the course of the output from the model in relation to the output from the 
system is matched to the real system to the extent of 94.42%. In a similar way, the remaining 
subsystems in the Diet generation system were identified, i.e. they are marked as: U-Y2 - lunch 
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generation model, U-Y3 - lunch generation model, U-Y4 - afternoon tea generation model, U-
Y5 - supper generation model. 

In the same way as in the case of the identification of the Breakfast Generation subsystem, 
the identification of the other subsystems in the Diet Generation system was carried out using 
the "Polynomial Models" function in the identification. As a result of identification, ARX 
models of subsystems marked as: U-Y2, U-Y3, U-Y4, U-Y5 were obtained at the accuracy 
level of: 73.58%, 83.55%, 73.56%, 73.46%.  

Assessment of the quality of the model in relation to the RDN system most often requires 
determining the absolute and relative errors, MSE error, MAPE, the R2 determination index as 
well as the effectiveness of the RDN system models, the efficiency and robustness of the system 
and the RDN system model, as well as examining the sensitivity of the RDN system model.  

When assessing the quality of the model to the system obtained as a result of identification, 
various ranges of fit of the model to the system are most often established, and the lower the 
error, e.g. MSE, the higher the fit, with the obtained fit above 70.00% plus, and even 80.00% 
plus or 90.00% plus as in the case under consideration is quite high. If there is a need to increase 
the matching, which was unnecessary in the case under consideration, for example, an 
evolutionary algorithm can be used for this purpose. 

5. Parametric models of the web application management system 

As a result of parametric identification of the ARX using the System Identification Toolbox 
in the MATLAB and Simulink environment, appropriate models of the system's subsystems 
were obtained, which is the web application for power plant management. The obtained 
mathematical models of these subsystems can be further used in simulation modeling of the 
web application. The simulation modeling of the power plant management system was carried 
out using the Simulink tool, which enables graphical design of system models in the form of 
block diagrams for the purposes of simulation, comparative and sensitivity testing.  

The principle of designing a simulation model is to use the ready-made functions available 
in the Simulink library, which can be implemented in the form of appropriate blocks, to which 
appropriate parameter values should be assigned, or in the absence of them - building own 
blocks with assigned functions [6]. The construction of the simulation system model of the web 
application was based on the mathematical model of individual subsystems obtained as a result 
of parametric identification using the ARX method. A total of about 300 subsystems were 
obtained, and each of the subsystems was composed of subsequent subsystems. And so the 
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following subsystems were obtained in the web application system: registration and logging in, 
classes, my classes, passes, basket, my orders, diet. Detailed simulation modeling carried out 
for the diet generation subsystem, which as a system consists of the following subsystems: 
breakfast (U-Y1), lunch (U-Y2), lunch (U-Y3), afternoon snack (U-Y4), dinner (U-Y5). The 
simulation model for the Breakfast Generation subsystem will be discussed in detail here. 

5.1. Simulation model of the Breakfast Generating subsystem 

As a result of the identification of the subsystem Generating breakfast under the name U-
Y1, the ARX model was obtained in the form: 

 

 

 (2) 
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where: 

A(z) – polynomial associated with the output y1(t), 

B1(z), B2(z), …, B6(z) – polynomials related to inputs u1(t), u2(t), …, u6(t), 

z – time shift operator (as numbers of pairs used in identification), 

t – number of input-output pair used in identification. 

Thus, the parametric model arxY15143 consists of 83 terms relating the parameters na, nb, 
nk to the appropriate input and output quantities, i.e. six B(z) polynomials and one A(z) 
polynomial. In order to obtain a simulation model in Simulink using the parametric model of 
Generating Breakfast, it was first necessary to enter the appropriate matrices containing the 
values of individual inputs and outputs into Workspace, and then select appropriate blocks 
representing the appropriate model functions for the model (2). These were blocks of the type: 
From Workspace, Gain, Transport Delay, Sum, To Workspace, Scope, Demux, etc. 

The next step was to design a simulation model suitable for use in simulation, comparative 
and sensitivity studies. First, the subsystem was launched, which was to simulate the 
polynomial A(z) (Figure 8), with the block diagrams of individual subsystems marked as: A1(z-
1) describing Subsystem Y1 connected with z-1, A1(z-2) describing Subsystem Y1 connected 
with z-2, A1(z-3) describing Subsystem Y1 connected with z-3 , A1(z-4) describing Subsystem 
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Y1 connected with z-4, A1(z-5) describing Subsystem Y1 connected with z-5. One of them as 
an example of a simulation is shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 8. A subsystem for simulating the operation of a real system model under the name U-Y1. Source: 
Own study using Simulink [6, 12]. 

 

Figure 9. U-Y1 simulation support subsystem. Source: Own elaboration using Simulink [6, 12]. 

The parameters of the model (2) in terms of the A(z) polynomial were used to design the 
subsystem implementing the A(z) polynomial in the Breakfast Generation system. In this way, 
five subsystems composed of proportional terms (coefficients of the polynomial A(z) designed 
with Gain blocks) and delay terms (time shift elements appearing in the polynomial A(z) 
designed with Transport Delay blocks) were created, which were connected to the adder block, 
thus giving the total effect of the output Y2(t) on the input to this particular subsystem 
(feedback). In order to design the subsystems implementing polynomials B1(z), B2(z), B3(z), 
B4(z), B5(z), B6(z) in the Breakfast Generation system, the relevant model parameters (2) were 
used in a similar way.  
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In this way, six subsystems of type B(z) were obtained, each such subsystem B(z) being 
further composed of proportional terms (coefficients of the appropriate polynomial B(z) 
designed using Gain blocks) and delay terms (time shift elements appearing in the appropriate 
polynomial B(z) designed using Transport Delay blocks), which were connected to the adder, 
thus giving a total impact on the output Y1(t), while the input to this subsystem was taken from 
the block From Workspace after separating the appropriate entrances on the Demux block.  

An example of a block for the U1 input implementing the B1(z) polynomial is shown in 
Figure 10, with one of its individual subsystems on the block marked respectively in Figure 11. 
On the other hand, Figure 12 shows the entire subsystem simulating the real system in terms of 
generating the diet of the U-Y1 system, and Figure 13 shows the result of the system error 
simulation (behavior of the output from the system model in relation to the real system), whose 
course ranged from (0 ÷ 15)%.  

6. Analysis of the web application supporting gym management 

Control theory deals with analysis and modeling of arrangements, systems, objects and 
processes of various nature (physical, biological, genetic, economic, social, etc.) [1, 4, 21, 24-
25, 28]. The models of the Diet Generation system obtained as a result of parametric 
identification are most often modeled with the use of Simulink in order to obtain a simulation 
model. In terms of control and systems theory, such a model is an object with specific properties 
[8, 21, 29]. The resulting model was the ARX discrete model. The discrete model can be further 
transformed into a continuous model, and then, for example, into a continuous model in the 
state space and, based on this model, the state of the system's internal organization (state and 
changes of matrix A) and the level of system control (state and changes of matrix B) can be 
examined on the basis of this model. Models designed in this way make it possible to control a 
given object or process in such a way that it behaves in the desired way [1, 4, 18, 20-21]. 
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Figure 10. A subsystem realizing the B1(z) polynomial for the U-Y1 system. Source: Own study using 
Simulink [6, 12]. 
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Figure 11. The subsystem realizing the term of the B1(z) polynomial appearing as a coefficient at the z-1 
delay for the U-Y1 system. Source: Own study using Simulink [6, 12]. 

 
Figure 12. A subsystem simulating a real system called Generating a diet for the U-Y1 system. Source: Own 

study using Simulink [6, 12]. 

 
Figure 13. The results of the simulation for U-Y1. Designations: X axis - time (consecutive numbers of data 

pairs used in the simulation), Y axis - model error values in relation to real data. Source: Own study using 
Simulink [6, 12].  
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6.1. System analysis Generating a diet 

For simulation, comparative and sensitivity testing purposes, based on the obtained 
simulation models of the subsystems of the Diet Generation system, a comprehensive 
simulation model was built as shown in Figure 14. This model consists of 5 subsystems, each 
of which processes the input data U to the appropriate outputs Y1 - Y5.  

Each of the subsystems is a complex simulation model based on a mathematical model 
described by equations (2). With such a model at our disposal, we can fully simulate the 
operation of the pn system. Generating a diet which is one of the subsystems of the gym 
management system. The examples of the obtained test results in the form of the course of the 
relevant errors between the model and system signals are presented in Table 2. As a result of 
the analysis of absolute and relative errors, it is possible to indicate possible directions for 
further improvement of the quality of the simulation model. The determined absolute errors fall 
within the appropriate limits for the subsystem: Breakfast generation: (0÷2.5)%, Second 
breakfast generation: (0÷2.0)%, Lunch generation: (3.0÷3.5)%, Tea generation: (4.0÷4.5)%, 
Dinner generation: (6.0÷8.0)% and relative errors: Breakfast generation: (-5.0)÷0.0)%, Lunch 
generation: (-1.5÷1.0)%, Lunch generation: (-0.5÷0.5)%, Tea generation: (-5.0÷3.0)%, Dinner 
generation: (-0.5÷3.0)%.  

7. Conclusions and directions for further research 

The article presents the results of the analysis of a web application supporting gym 

management using control theory and systems on the example of a gym management system. 

The conducted research experiment consisted of i.a. on measuring selected input and output 

quantities for individual functions, and then, on their basis, identifying individual subsystems 

in the web application system as an executing program. The identification was carried out in 

the MATLAB and Simulink environment using the System Identification Toolbox, and the 

model verification as well as simulation and comparative tests were carried out using Simulink.  

It was also shown that it is possible to identify the system of the web application supporting 

the management of the power plant in terms of the theory of systems control and the possibility 

of its implementation in the MATLAB and Simulink environments, which required, among 

others: designing a research experiment enabling the measurement of input and output values 

of individual subsystems operating within the web application during its operation, selection of 

the appropriate structure of the identification model and using it, the identification of the 
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subsystem validation of the obtained model using Simulink for the purposes of verification, 

simulation and comparative research, analysis of the Generating breakfast system model as a 

subsystem of the web application called Gym, verification, simulation and comparative 

research to examine the quality of functioning of the system model called Generating a diet as 

a subsystem of the web application management system, etc. 

 

Figure 14. System model for generating a diet on a gym management portal. Source: Own study using 

Simulink [6, 12]. 
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Table 1.  Courses of errors in the subsystems of the Diet Generation system. Source: Own study [6, 12]. 
na

m
e  

Absolute error cource Relative error course 

U
-Y

1 

 
 

 
 

The error curves shown in Table 1 indicate that they were relatively low, around ∓3% for 
absolute error course and approximately -5% for relative error course. 
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